e-ELSA is the electronic version of both ELSA Elementary and Intermediate administered online with immediate report generation.

ELSA can from November 2014 be accessed online and administered electronically. We have significantly upgraded from our initial e-ELSA to iron out the challenges with sound, internet speed and other unnecessary bugs preventing full utilisation.

ELSA is embedded onto the RoleFit ARM platform, a software hosting platform for psychometric assessments developed and supported by Omnicor.

Kaleidoprax has partnered with Omnicor, a company of digitally proficient psychological professionals working alongside psychologically informed IT specialists to embed ELSA and its online administration on their flagship product: RoleFit Assessment Resource Management (ARM).

ELSA clients enjoy the convenience of a fully digital delivery mechanism, with the option of expanding into a far wider world of electronic convenience. RoleFit ARM is the only fully homegrown, end-to-end software system that supports assessment professionals in doing their work. The system manages and automates candidate booking, client communications, test delivery, and integrated reporting.

The ELSA Online Admin System provides for completed ELSA paper & pen scripts to be uploaded for scoring. It allows users to manage all candidate data.

---

**One assessment** for Elementary & Intermediate. All candidates engage in initial activities as in ELSA Elementary. Only if results are beyond NQF 1, Intermediate activities will be introduced for FET band benchmarking.

- No more inaccurate placement decisions!
- No more unnecessary subjection to higher end proficiency activities
- Saving assessment time.
- Immediate results.
- ‘Birds-eye view’ dashboard diagnostic report per candidate.
- Dashboard reports for batch data

**Which ELSA to choose**

*Computer Literate*

- Blue or White Collar worker
- Recruit for entry to any learning programme

*Not Computer Literate*

- Blue Collar worker
- Recruit for entry to ASET levels or NQF 1 programme
- White Collar worker
- Recruit for entry to NQF 1-4 programme

**If the Candidate is…**

---

To learn more, visit www.kaleidoprax.co.za or contact us at 012-940-6319.